EDITOR’S NOTE

Dear friends,
2020 has been a year that will be etched in the history of the world forever, and not for the best
reasons. As we near the Diwali festival we can see things opening up around us. Workplaces have
resumed. Work from home continues in many companies, but many employees have also started
going to workplaces. The public transport is opening up. Small gatherings are taking place.
Restaurants do not wear a very desolate look. People have also started travelling, albeit to nearby
places. Shops are filled once more. Slowly, but surely the world is opening up.
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The threat of the pandemic is still present. We have seen second waves on foreign shores. In India,
the pre-Diwali period is traditionally a time for shopping and buying gifts, as well as prepping for the
festive season. The little bustle has already started. But of course, it is no match for the past. One can
sense that there is a bit of disappointment in the air, but then, also with it, there is hope.
The world is slowly falling back into place despite the pandemic. People are redefining their own
sense of normal as they come back to life after the devastating eﬀects of a pandemic that still lurks
amidst us. This is the resilience of the human spirit. It reminds me of the resilience of our beloved
industry. Through centuries the watch industry has been threatened with so many changes and so
many disruptions. But, the innovative spirit that is a part of us has always bounced back. The history
of the industry is the story of how we have evolved despite all the roadblocks.
And so, dear readers, this festive issue brings to you the message of bouncing back. We are ready to
face the new normal and continue our quest for bringing you all the relevant news from the watch
world. We do hope that the festive season sparks demand. Titan seems to be showing slow steady
growth upwards and has launched its first International Tanishq store in Dubai this month
and also it’s just a question of time when things should be normal again once the vaccine is out. I wish
you a very Happy Diwali and a prosperous New Year. Time heals everything, and time never
stops…it moves on, facing the future as it comes. And so here we are, ready to take on the times!

Happy reading!

SUNIL KARER
EDITOR
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Fashion forward and tech savvy!

F

ashion forward wearables are the rage now, and
Fossil has always been a dependable brand for the
most stylish wearables. So, the question is - what’s new
from the brand in its latest launches?

Fossil Gen5 Smartwatch
Firstly, the Fossil Gen5 Smartwatch has got a new software update
to enhance user experience. The watch has been extremely popular
and the new features just make it all the more appealing. These new
tech enhancements oﬀer an array of health tracking features as well
as features for battery optimization.
The health tracking features that the software update includes are – a
new tracker that can estimate a user’s cardio fitness level (VO2 max)
during intensive training and an accurate sleep tracker. In addition,
the improved activity tracker can eﬀectively track a user’s workouts

with the support of the new Wellness App. The Gen 5’s ability to charge
quickly (50 Minutes to 80%) and customizable battery modes result
in extended battery life and new phone app updates aid quick and
convenient access.
Watches also need to adapt to the times, don’t they? It is great to know
that this one has a hand-wash timer that allows users to scrub up, safely.
Additionally, it enables users to avoid touching high-contact surfaces
with voice commands. Now isn’t that ingenious?
The new Wellness App monitors real-time metrics and optimizes battery
life by shifting power consumption oﬀ the main processor. This helps

For a new look, updates include custom profile creation and a
simplified design for easier readability. Custom Mode now allows
users to save an individual profile to fit your life (create a mode for
workouts or after-work hours and more) and quickly access. To
ensure extended battery life, the watch will prompt users to switch
to Extended Mode to reach 24 hours of battery life. There are other
refinements to do with the phone app as well. Technical ingenuity on
full display!

Hybrid HR
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the user track the essential health readouts they truly care about like
heart rate, pace, distance, steps, calories and more. The sleep tracking
and Cardio Fitness Level tracker are also quite optimized.

So, we’ve got smart watches, and we’ve got analogue watches. how can
we get the best of both? The answer is Hybrid Watches. This very specific
category of watches is for those who want the familiar look of the good
old watch and yet want some super-smart functionality.

With the Hybrid HR one will get the most important information at
a glance with the addition of integrated heart rate tracking. The
power-eﬃcient display helps users view glanceable updates about their
day while still enjoying the classic look and feel of a traditional watch
with integrated mechanical hands.
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Hybrid HR features call and text previews, heart rate and workout
tracking, real-time weather and more, allowing users to do it all
from their wrist with more than two weeks of battery life on a single
charge. These features like heart rate tracking and an always-on read-out
display make notifications easier to see. These help wearers stay
connected while enhancing their personal style.

The innovative design combines mechanical hands with a dynamic,
full round read-out display to view incoming text messages and app
alerts as well as contextual information such as weather updates, second
time zone and more. The wearers can make use of the in-depth tracing
features and the long battery life is always a plus! With all features
activated, Hybrid HR lasts for two weeks or more on a single charge.

The Hybrid HR allows users to preview texts/emails, answer calls and
even program the three push buttons to their own choice of shortcuts.
Pairing via Bluetooth technology to the Fossil Smartwatches app allows
users to view in-depth activity, set on-watch features, customize the
watch face dial, filter incoming smartphone notifications, and more.

This new addition to the hybrid smartwatch category oﬀers a battery life
that’ll last for more than two weeks and shows the most important
notifications at a glance with the addition of integrated heart rate
tracking. It allows users to do it all from their wrist with more than two
weeks of battery life on a single charge. The HYBRID HR oﬀers the
right technology with the best of looks.

All devices have limitless options for personalization including
interchangeable straps in leather, silicone and stainless steel.

So, are you going all smart? Or all Hybrid?

“Titan has always been at the pinnacle of
design and innovation. We have always
launched products to cater to the changing
needs of our consumers. SBI is the perfect
partner to introduce a payment solution
for the new normal that is fast, secure and
seamless. This product will not only satisfy the
consumer’s banking needs but will also serve
today’s evolving consumers with its classic
and sophisticated designs.”
C. K. Venkataraman, Managing Director,
Titan Company Limited

Pay with your watch
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TITAN

T

itan has made contactless payments with watches a reality! Following the market pulse where we
all see a great boost in digital and contactless payments, Titan has once again showed that it is at the
top of things! Titan Company Limited has partnered with country’s largest lender State Bank of India (SBI)
to introduce Titan Pay powered by YONO SBI.

“We are glad to be a part of the launch of this
unique proposition in the contactless
payments space by Titan. It gives me
immense pleasure to join hands with one of the
world’s 5th largest watch manufacturer,
to provide a smart and innovative shopping
solution for our YONO customers with Titan
Payment Watches. We believe this innovative
oﬀering will redefine the shopping experience for
our customers with Tap & Pay technology.
With latest technological advancements,
State Bank of India has always been striving
towards providing innovative, best-in-class
banking services for our customers”.

What does this mean for watch users? Well, it means
really stylish watches that have contactless payment
functionality! This is for SBI account holders who
have a Titan Pay watch. All they need to do is tap
the watch for contactless payment at the POS machine.
There is no need to swipe the SBI bank card. Payments
of up to INR 2000 can be made without entering a
PIN. A secure certified Near-Field Communication
(NFC) chip embedded in the watch strap by Tappy
Technologies enables all the functionalities of a

standard contactless SBI debit card. Users can use this
facility at 2 million contactless MasterCard-enabled
Point-of-Sale (POS) machines in the country.
Moreover, these watches are very accessible in terms
of price. There are 3 styles for men and 2 for women.
Through constant investment in technology and design,
Titan has oﬀered solutions that meet pressing needs
of the day. This time is no diﬀerent!
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Rajnish Kumar,
Chairman, SBI

FREDERIQUE CONSTANT
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Festive indulgences

F

rederique Constant is a perfect gifting option for your family members, loved ones,
and friends. This festive season, people will indulge in what really matters. They will
focus on timeless designs. With its authentic Swiss Watchmaking DNA and beautiful and
exquisite designs, the watchmaker has some fabulous choices in store.

ClASSiCS Art DéCo rouND
Frederique Constant has always brought out
wonderful collections for women. These are
not only good looking but highly functional
as well. it seems as if the brand truly
understands what a woman looks for in a watch.
The new Classics Art Déco round line is
feminine, with a very delicate casing. look
carefully and you will be delighted with the
harmonious proportions and considerable
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finesse. The casing has also been slightly curved
to perfectly fit the contour of the wrist. it has a
delicate diameter of only 30 mm, has been
grooved on its middle, in accordance with the
strict standards of luxury watchmaking. Each
dial comes with its own strap available in
either steel, steel or plated rose gold or blue
satin, with a soft and silky feel. The gem studded
models have a dash of glamour as well! An
elegant mélange of style, which is an ode to
femininity!

thE SlimliNE PoWEr rESErvE
mANuFACturE
it is indeed a matter of pride that the manufacture has
added the 28th in-house calibre within its manufacture
collection. The collection features an extraordinary
50-hour power reserve function in the in-house
movement. With hours, minutes and a date display at
6 o’clock, it gives just the right information needed to
glide through the day.
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The watch is available in four models and boasts a 40mm

Frederique Constants is always
pushing the boundaries to the limit
in order to produce some of the
finest mechanical and complicated
timepieces at the most competitive
prices. This watch is definitely the
best quality-price power reserve
function available on the Swiss
made watch market. A very refined
watch that will always remain
timeless!
Now are these not reasons
enough to indulge in some
timeless gifting?

case either in stainless steel or in rose gold-plated stainless
steel with diﬀerent dial colours (silver, dark grey or navy
blue), roman numerals and sunray decoration with hand
polished white or black hands. The easy-to-read power
reserve indicator is displayed at 10 o’clock on the dial with
a red sector indicating that it’s time to put the watch on, or
wind it. While the dial is very simple and legible, the touch
of asymmetry provided by the power reserve indicator,
adds a panache. This classy and elegant leather strap gives
a perfect finish to the refined look.

FAVRE-LEUBA
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Taking on the skies!

T

here is a lot happening at one of the
world’s oldest watch brands. With
the Trust Yourself campaign, the Swiss
watchmaker has an important message for all
fans…and that is, there is no moving forward
without trust. Most importantly, the trust in
your own self is very important.

In the outdoors, a timekeeper is a tool that
one can trust in order to navigate the vagaries
of the situation. Favre-Leuba launched a new
brand identity celebrating this spirit of trust,
confidence and curiosity. The Trust Yourself
campaign talks about every aspect of life and the
fact that trust is a key element all throughout.
The brand practices what it preaches. Under the
new CEO Philippe Roten, the brand has trusted
itself in changing its tone of voice, its appeal

and its style. With abundance of colour, light
and optimism, the new lifestyle communication
approach aims to speak to a broader audience,
both men and women.
“After 9 months in oﬃce, working side by side
with the talented Favre-Leuba team and
embracing the rich history of the brand, I am
very happy to unveil the new brand image of
Favre-Leuba. Loyal to the entrepreneurial spirit
of the brand and to the adventurous spirit of
its founders, it was important to inject a positive
and personal note into the brand message. The
current period is a challenge for all of us, and
it is now or never that we need to have trust:
trust in ourselves and trust in the future. Dreams
and evasion are more important than ever, and
through this campaign, we want to convey a
message of hope and a moment of escape,” says
Philippe Roten.

Sky Chief Chronograph
Timeless charisma

The redesigned Automatic Chronograph in a
43 mm case combines classic Chronograph
design with a new color palette: a rich autumn
green with black counters, a burgundy red with
brown counters, a velvet black with

beige indexes, and a panda with a porcelain
white dial, black counters and red cherry
indexes. All dials can be combined with suede
straps in oak brown, dark root brown, sand
beige and khaki green. With the bridge, the
tetradecagon in the bezel and the striking
hour-markers, Favre-Leuba manages to
highlight the brand's typical design elements
in this collection as well. The sporty highperformance watch now also oﬀers a more
fashionable streak in the watch. indeed, never
has time to reinvent ones style been better!
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Here is a watch that is a symbol of the Trust
Yourself philosophy – bold, urban, and yet true
to its roots. So, what’s new in this revamp of
design? We have four diﬀerent dial colours and
on the other hand, there are interchangeable
suede straps. With this collection, the traditional
company is indeed breaking new ground.

MICHAEL KORS
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Set to celebrate!

W

e can expect the ultimate
fashion accessory from the
ultimate fashion brand! The mood this year
has been sombre, but the right accessories can
lift up spirits! People might gather in smaller
groups, and many of these gatherings may be
virtual. People will mix and match outfits and a timeless accessory that
gels with most styles will always be welcome!
So, there enters the iconic design which promises to add an extra zing in
the celebrations. Michael Kors’ latest Whitney wristwatch stays true
to the brand’s DNA in a bold yet ultra-feminine rose-gold tone design.
The 38 mm watch features a full glitz-detailed bezel, a white sunray
dial and glitz chips around the markers making up for a statement
watch face. In addition, the stainless-steel bracelet with glitz pavé
signature M-link bracelet makes the Whitney this season’s day-to-night
accessory essential.
And then there is the Ritz collection as well. With the right mix of style
and bling, this snazzy look will complement the celebratory spirit!
Whether it is an ethnic, an indo-western or an offbeat contemporary
outfit, Michael Kors will infuse a festive and elegant touch to it!

SKAGEN
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Aaren Ombre

T

he vivid hues of the sky often find themselves on the wrist. But with Skagen, the experience is diﬀerent. It is not only the colour pop that
really entices us completely, but the blends and the renditions that have us bowled over. And no better season than now to celebrate colour!

This collection has been especially crafted so no two watches are alike. Skagen has put a fashionable, nature-focused twist on the all-new collection. Now
we know how inspiring the natural features of Danish coastlines and landscapes are! Well, take a bit of colour from those breath-taking environs
and put them in a sleek watch!
These watches feature a seamless ombre pattern – from the warmer tones of sunrise to the hot hues at the height of the afternoon to the cool blues
at the dusk. The watches are available in a 36 mm dial and three limited edition styles.

TITAN COMPANY LTD.
Strong recovery

T

itan Company reported an 89% recovery in Sales in Q2 of
FY 2020-21 led by sharp recovery in the Jewellery division
post the significant disruption caused by the Covid 19 pandemic
in India in the firstquarter of the fiscal. The total income for the
quarter was ` 4,389 crores, including sale of gold bullion to the
extent of ` 391 crores, resulting in a decline of less than 2%
compared to the income of ` 4,466 crores for the same quarter in
the previous year. The decline in total income excluding bullion
sale was close to 11%.

The total income for the first half of the fiscal (Hl) was ` 6,290 crores
(including bullion sale of ` 992 crores), a decline of 34% against
the income of ` 9,461 crores in the corresponding period last
year. The decline without considering the bullion sale was 44%.
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With the lockdowns being lifted in most parts of the country,
the Company was able to operate most of its stores across all its
divisions. Customer walk-ins have started improving even as social
distancing norms remain. The recovery rate of revenue improved
substantially in the quarter, with the rate being 55% forthe Watches
and Wearables division, 98% for the Jewellery division and 61% for
the Eyewear division.
While the customer sentiment improved substantially in the
quarter, there was greater willingness to spend on plain gold
jewellery and gold coins rather than pure discretionary items,
explaining the reason why the recovery rates in Watches and
Eyewear and even studded jewellery within the Jewellery division
were lower. The jewellery division recorded an income of ` 3,446
crores for the quarter (excluding gold bullion sales) as compared to
` 3,528 crores last year, a decline of 2%. The Watches and wearables
business recovered well in the quarter to record an income of ` 400
crores against ` 719 crores in the previous year, a decline of 44%. The
Eyewear business also improved with revenues declining by 39% in
the quarter, recording an income of ` 94 crores as against ` 154
crores last year. Other segments of the Company comprising Indian
dress wear and accessories recorded an income of ` 23 crores
compared to ` 44 crores in the previous year, a decline of 48%.
Consequent to the recovery, the Company declared a profit before
S. Subramaniam
Chief Financial Oﬃcer

tax of ` 238 crores, compared to ` 429 crores in the previous
year, a decline of 45% for the quarter. The result is after a provision
of ` 34 crores for dues from a broker relating to commodity
hedging. Despite the profit in the quarter, the Company has recorded
a loss of ` 97 crores in Hl compared to a profit before tax of ` 952
crores in the previous year. The Jewellery division declared Earnings
before interest and tax (EBIT) of ` 285 crores for the quarter
compared to Rs 384 crores in the previous year and ` 231 crores for
Hl compared to ` 826 crores in the previous year. The Watch division
reported a loss of ` 4 crores for the quarter (EBIT of ` 113 crores
in the previous year) and loss of ` 168 crores for Hl (EBIT of ` 241
crores in the previous year). The Eyewear division turned around
remarkably in the quarter with EBIT of ` 9 crores (loss of ` 31 crores
in the previous year) and a loss of ` 22 crores for Hl (loss of ` 10
crores in the previous year). The Company's War on Waste program
has been running better than plan and has contributed significantly
to the bottom line during the current fiscal.
The Company’s retail chain (including CaratLane) stands at 1,832
stores, as on 30th September 2020 with a retail area crossing
2.4 million sq.ft. for all its brands covering 290 towns.
The principal subsidiaries of the Company continued to do well.
Titan Engineering and Automation Ltd (TEAL) recorded revenues
of ` 167 cr (decline of 16%) and Profit before tax of ` 25 cr
(decline of 19%) for Hl FY 2020-21. CaratLane did very well with
a growth of 10% and a positive EBIT in the quarter and ended
with a revenue of ` 194 cr (decline of 28%) during Hl and a Net
Loss of ` 24 cr.
C. K. Venkataraman, Managing Director of the Company stated
that “The recovery that the Company has witnessed in the quarter
has been very satisfying and the positive consumer sentiment
witnessed gives rise to hope that the festive period could be good
for all the divisions of the Company. The Company continues to
gain market share in its key businesses aided by innovation and
total commitment displayed by its employees and the extended
business associate network. The focus on cost and capital employed
has helped the Company manage its bottom line and cash flows
very well.”
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G

-Shock drops in the #Unbreakable GA-900- a
heavy duty model for tough activities. Since
long we have associated G-Shock with function, style,
design and durability. Once more, the collection packs
in a power punch. A combination of both analogue and
digital display for timekeeping, this one is for fitness
enthusiasts and gym-goers.
So, what does this collection have in store? The industrial
design motif of this model is created by a 10-sided bezel
that resembles the shape of a nut. The design of the
hands and the graphic figures that appear in the digital
readouts create a powerful face design that enhances
readability. The band connection and all buttons have
checkered surfaces that prevent slipping and contribute
to operational eﬃciency. Estimated 7-year battery, makes
it the longest lasting battery for a non-solar G-Shock watch
with an analogue display. Colour material finish and use
of colour resin bands to amplifies its design and structure
Well, tough times never last…but tough watches do!

G-SHOCK
Heavy duty work

SEIKO
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Pinnacle of light

S

eiko has time and again been the go-to brand for sports people,
including professional divers. The Prospex collections in
particular have somewhat conquered the realms of land, sea and sky,
having professional sports watches for each of these dimensions.
The Prospex LX line embodies the true spirit of Seiko as it takes the
legacy forward.
LX is an allusion to the Latin word for light. And if you see the way light
is reflected within the watch, you’ll realize what an aesthetic capture
it can be! The LX line Limited Edition is a special model in which the
mystical scenery of earth, as seen from space, is brought to life by
a graded dial and two-tone coloured sapphire glass bezel. The
stratosphere’s change in colour from black to blue is expressed in
the graded dial and the two-tone colour bezel. The beautiful finish of
the watch shows various expressions that diﬀer depending on the
angle of light and is reminiscent of the beauty of the earth illuminated
by the sun.

The iconic 1968 professional Diver’s watch is the base on which this new
collection stands. Indeed, it is a veritable heritage! The new rendition
however sits more comfortably on the wrist thanks to the lowering
of the centre of gravity of the case. You may also notice that the
Zaratsu-polished surfaces seem to shine more brightly. The reason
behind this subtle but important design aspect is that the upper side
of the case is at a slightly more pronounced angle.
Of course, what lies within is the probably the most crucial aspect of
the watch’s functionality. Seiko’s advanced 5R Spring Drive calibre,
which oﬀers one-second a day precision alongside high levels of
shock and temperature resistance is a force to reckon with! Spring
Drive’s natural glide motion of the seconds hand around the watch dial
evokes the scene of a spaceship navigating in the silence of outer
space. The case back is marked with the letters “LIMITED EDITION”
and a serial number between 001/400 and 400/400 as a certificate
of limited quantity. Well, the spirit of Seiko shines once more!
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NAMAN BHATIA
9899080108

N. N. CREATIONS
Deals in : All Types of watches,
watch parts

&
(Corporate Orders)

Your requirements for WATCH Straps and
Chains and end at

Amarnath & Co.
(Mr. Naresh Bhatia - Babbu)

140 New Lajpat Rai Market, Delhi - 110 006
Tel.: (Off). : 2327 5377
Cell : 93124 04697
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TRUSTED S HOP
Exclusive Shop for watch cases, Dials,
Hands Button, Side bars etc
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Contact: Amit Santosh
Mobile: 9810557957

FOR YOUR COMPLETE REQUIREMENTS

Contact : Rakesh Bhatia (Bittoo)

BHATIA BROTHERS

Krishan Dev Santosh / Harsh Santosh

Swiss Material Corp.
66,

New Lajpat Rai Market, Delhi - 110 006

Off: 2327 8279, 2326 0433 Mobile: 93122 62769
Resi.: 2723 3160, 2745 4000 Fax: +91-11-2326 0433

56, New Lajpat Rai, Delhi - 110 006
Tel.: 011- 4912 4057
Cell : 98110 40199 / 96506 05656
E : rakeshbhatia566@gmail.com
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